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Job Title DescriptionLocation Type RefNo

Digital Marketing Apprentice This fantastic opening at Streetwise Business Accountancy for a Digital 
Marketing Apprentice is ideal for someone with a creative flair and an 
interest in developing brands online.

Hull, HU1 Apprenticeship 4928

Office Trainee The Office Apprentice will be welcomed into a busy office at ATR Building 
Supplies, working within a fast paced environment. This is a varied admin 
role and responsibilities will develop over time.

Hull, HU8 Apprenticeship 4934

Office Admin Apprentice Apprentice to join their rapidly growing family-run business. You will 
provide support to the team in a friendly and professional working 
environment.

Brough, HU15 Apprenticeship 4924

School Administration Apprentice Christopher Pickering Primary School are looking for a School 
Administration Apprentice to join their team to provide support to staff, 
students and parents.

Hull, HU4 Apprenticeship 4857

Business Admin Apprentice This varied role for a Business Administration Apprentice at Purity Global 
is ideal for someone with excellent organisational skills that would like to 
support in various areas of the business.

Hull, HU1 Apprenticeship 4932

Apprentice Recruitment 
Consultant

Due to growth and developing contracts, Jobs Butler is now recruiting for 
an Apprentice Recruitment Consultant. The company are looking for 
someone with a confident and outgoing personality to join their growing 
team.

Melton, HU14 Apprenticeship 4804

IT Support Engineer Apprentice Do you have a passion for technology? This is a fantastic opportunity to 
join Cloud Design Box as an IT Support Engineer Apprentice at the 
forefront of education technology with a great culture that is expanding 
rapidly.

Hull, HU1 Apprenticeship 4856

Order Processor Apprentice Segen are currently looking for an Order Processor Apprentice to join 
their company. This is an exciting opportunity for someone to develop 
into one of the UK's most exciting companies in a growing market, and 
to work as part of a dedicated team.

Hull, HU1 Apprenticeship 4859
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Administration Apprentice Carbide UK are looking for an Admin Apprentice to join their team. You 
will be responsible for the admin and customer service for the company.

Hessle, HU13 Apprenticeship 4783

Administration Apprentice This role is both customer facing and office based and would be ideal for 
someone who has a combination of good customer service and 
administrative skills

Hull, HU1 Apprenticeship 4782

We are always getting new and exciting vacancies so keep checking our 
website hbtc.co.uk for our most up to date vacancies.
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